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STEFANO RICCI, leader in high-quality luxury menswear, is proud

The special OpusX - STEFANO RICCI cigar was created as

to unveil its partnership with the Arturo Fuente Cigar Company,

a symbol of the partnership and will only be produced in

the iconic fourth generation Cuban cigar family business.

extremely limited quantities exclusively for the Ricci family,

The OpusX by STEFANO RICCI travel humidor inaugurates the
collaboration between STEFANO RICCI and Arturo Fuente.
It is embellished by an elegant black Californian briar-root
wood finishing and Australian mother of pearl inlay details.

certain of their privileged customers and friends.
While not for sale, this cigar will be dedicated to the true
admirers of STEFANO RICCI’s best production, reserved for
those who buy the OpusX by STEFANO RICCI travel humidor.

The distinguished lid displays the OpusX logo borne by the

From menswear to lifestyle, this is a collaboration conceived

iconic STEFANO RICCI flying eagle emblem.

for cigar aficionados worldwide.

Figured above in the central image: Niccolò and Filippo Ricci together with Carlito Fuente at the new SR Boutique in the Miami Design District.

ADVERTISEMENT

SPRING / SUMMER 2019
A desire to sail through the vivid shades of the sea’s
blue. There is a constant call to the timeless pleasure
of yachting, protected by matte technical silk blousons
and formal pinstripe suits in ultrafine weaves of wool
and cashmere. The STEFANO RICCI Spring/Summer
2019 Collection is for the man who lets himself
be seduced by the colours and forms of beautiful
garments, which blur between excellent sportswear
and classics with contemporary silhouettes.
Man and The Sea, following Charles Baudelaire’s
poem, is a cultivation of freedom reflected in blu
Mercurio and blu Poseidon, waterproof and windproof
garments that challenge the world, crossing through
life with touches of Sunset orange and Syrah red. All
is present for the explorer, who in the elegance of
STEFANO RICCI, finds an unrivalled compass of style.
100% MADE IN ITALY

Above: The SR gentleman in a peak lapel double breasted
jacket on board of the iconic schooner, Atlantic.
On the left: The exclusive SR two button suit enhanced
by a unique location: the island of Montecristo in Tuscany.

